
2023 Shields Trophy Regatta  

 

Amendment #1  

 

SI 20.2 and Attachment B have been amended as follows: 

 

20.2 The only electronic instruments you are allowed to use are the VHF radio tuned to channel 82A, 78, 65A, 16, 

13 or a weather frequency, onboard chart plotter, wind instruments, heading, knot meter and depth sounder unless 

restrictions are imposed by the Race Committee. The Race Committee may restrict display of instruments to depth 

sounder only by displaying code flag BRAVO with the starting signals. In the event this restriction is imposed, 

instrument covers must be placed over all displays except one displaying depth. All wind, heading and boat speed 

functions must be removed from the remaining visible displays. 
 
ATTACHMENT "B" - NAVY 44 MK2 SET-UP and PROCEDURES 
 
PERMITTED and RESTRICTED EQUIPMENT and ACTIONS 

Notwithstanding any requirements or restrictions in these sailing instructions or the ICSA Procedural Rules, the 

following apply at all times: 

1. Permitted equipment includes a topping lift pennant and a bosun’s chair/harness. 

2. Changing the purchase/lead on the spinnaker pole foreguy is permitted. 
3. Restricted equipment includes winch handles, light air sheets, spinnaker turtles or any other gear not expressly 

permitted. 
4. The first reefing line may be required to be rigged for all boats at the direction of the race committee. 
5. Cellular phones, starting line position pinging equipment, voice or text messaging or similar devices are expressly 

prohibited from the time of the first warning signal of the day until you have finished the last race of the day. 
6. The engine should be run no higher than 2400 RPMs. 
7. The spinnaker SHALL NOT be launched directly out of the forward hatch. 
8. The rigging for moving the inboard end of the spinnaker pole may not be altered from its original configuration 
 
INSTRUMENTS: Unless restricted by the Race Committee, competitors are permitted to use the onboard chart 

plotter, sailing instruments, specifically the B&G wind, heading and boat speed functions and the VHF Radio tuned 

to channel 82A, 78, 65A, 16, 13, a weather frequency, or other channel at the race committee's direction. The Race 

Committee may restrict display of instruments to depth sounder only by displaying code flag BRAVO. In the event 

this limitation is imposed, instrument covers must be placed over all displays except one displaying depth. All wind, 

heading and boat speed functions must be removed from the remaining visible display. 

 
 

Nelson Pemberton, PRO            29 September, 2023 
 


